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1. Introduction

Polymer resists are recording and transfer media in electron, ion and photon lithography. The primary aim of lithography process is mastering of relief image in polymer resist layer. This developed and baked pattern is performed to be transferred to substrate through either: a) plasma or ion (dry) processes or b) wet chemical etching. The transfer of resist relief image can be realised by ion implantation or by “lift off” of deposited on its top thin film (only deposited in open windows in the resist pattern remains after treatment on a strong solvent - namely acetone or methylene chloride). The use of these various microstructure technologies is to create optical, X-ray, electron or ion masks as well as for direct writing of the desired microstructure on the semiconductor wafers for production of integrated circuits. In the same way the resists are used at mastering the micro-structured elements of micro-devices.

The conventional polymer resist is dissolved in a liquid solvent. Usually the liquid resist is dropped onto the sample, which then spins at 1000 to 6000 rpm to form a smooth and uniform film. Immersion deposition of very thin resist film is also applicable. After that the deposited resist layer is pre-baked to 70-90°C to dry the prepared film. During exposure with appropriate radiation scission and/or cross-linking of the polymer molecules are observed in the resists. An alternative for more complicated resist as chemically amplified resists (CAR’s) is creation of an acid agent (from an acid generator component in the compound of the two- or three- component resists) that changes the dissolving protection of the base resin. In this case there are two bake steps: a) pre-bake performed after the spin-coating, aiming to dry the resist by removing the solvent from the deposited resist layer as well as b) post exposure bake (PEB) - the purpose of which is to cause a thermal catalysis of the chemical reactions amplifying the latent bulk image. The second baking step (PEB) is performed in an oven or on a hot plate. The PEB temperature and time are critical for the resist acid generator modification and for acid diffusion and reduction (degradation losses) as well as its evaporation.

At the end of the transfer process the resist is washed away in a solvent such as acetone or a special resist stripper. Often the strip of the resist is done by reactive ion etching in O₂.
At electron and ion beam lithography (EBL and IBL) the resist profile is created as a result of the development process of exposed latent images, containing resist segments with locally modified solubility. This relief image is produced due to the changes of resist thickness and local removal of resist material up to full opening of the irradiated or the non-irradiated areas (respectively in the case of positive tone or negative tone resists). The type of the used irradiation particles - electron or ion is not important when applying the simulation models to the development process. More detailed knowledge and/or comparison of predicted results with experimental data are needed to obtain correct simulation because of the distinct sensitivity behavior for various material compositions.

2. Sensitivity and contrast of electron and ion resists and their developers

The sensitivity and contrast are base parameters of the resist layers, used in the optical lithography, as well as in EBL and IBL. One can evaluate the sensitivity and the contrast of the resist using the experimental dependence \( d(D) \) of the resist thickness \( d \) at given initial thickness \( d_0 \) and at development time \( t \), after irradiation with an average exposure dose \( D \) on an area (namely 100x100 \( \mu \)m) and after development of the exposed latent image. At this approach one evaluates change of the resist thickness \( d \) in that area during the development process in a chosen solvent called developer. This change is caused by the mentioned dissolution removal of the exposed or the un-exposed polymer. Variable value is the dose \( D \) at chosen energy \( E \) of the radiation projectiles as well as at constant development conditions (developer type, time and temperature of development). An example of such curve \( d(D) \) is given in Fig.1.

![Fig. 1. Dependence of the relative thickness \( d/d_0 \) vs. the exposure dose for a positive-tone resist in two developers (MIBK and MIBK&IPA).](https://www.intechopen.com)

The sensitivity of the polymer resist to the radiation is measured as the minimal dose \( D_0 \), needed for the development process of the exposed image. This dose is also called dose-to-clear in contrast to the dose, optimized to obtain near to vertical side walls of the developed patterns, usually different than \( D_0 \).

In the field of high-resolution lithography it is very important to characterize the edges of the developed profiles in the resist. The contrast parameter \( \gamma_d \) is defined by the dose interval between the initial exposure dose \( D_1 \) (at which a start of development in the MIBK&IPA developer can be observed) and the mentioned dose \( D_0 \) (for full development of studied resist thickness). These doses are evaluated at increasing doses and chosen time and temperature conditions of the developing process using the bigger dose value of remaining
initial resist thickness $d_0$ of the utilised resist layer (in the case of positive one) and the minimal dose for full development. Often the curve shown in Fig.1 is called contrast curve. The values of sensitivity and contrast characteristics in the case of EBL are estimated experimentally in many papers for some average molecular weight of the used resist (measured for example in a.u.) and for a chosen developer. The given data (Brault & Miller, 1980; Karapiperis et al., 1981) presents the sensitivity $D_0$ and the contrast $\gamma_d$ in the case of some ion beam resists. Generally, the sensitivity of the polymer resists at the ion exposure is assumed to be higher than at the electron exposure (Brewer 1980; Ryssel et al., 1991). The comparison is not precise due to the different conditions and the peculiarities of the figures of merit used.

The sensitivity and the contrast are described usually as independent properties. Another observed experimental fact is that the solubility rate $S$ of the irradiated spots depends on the used exposure dose $D$. So at selected (in a set of experiments) resist thickness and development time the curves $d(D)$ are function of the concrete values of the solubility rate $S$ at different exposure doses $D$.

A definition of another contrast parameter $\gamma_s = (\Delta S/\Delta D)$ as the slope of the solubility rate dependence on the exposure dose $S(D)$ at a given exposure dose (see Fig.2) was accepted. Then can be seen that the parameters $\gamma_s$ and $D_0$ for a resist-developer combination are mutually connected (Mladenov & Seyfarth, 1986; Vutova & Mladenov, 2001). The sensitivity is determined by the radiation efficiency of the couple resist - irradiated particle. The radiation efficiency of the resist $g$ at used kind of radiation can be measured by the mean number of chemical events (chain scission or destruction) per one unit (namely electron volt) of the absorbed energy.

The value of the contrast parameter $\gamma_d$ for the positive-tone resists and definitions given in Fig.1 can be calculated using the relation:

$$\gamma_d = [\lg (D_1/D_0)]^{-1},$$

where $D_1$ and $D_0$ are the exposure doses at which a start of the development removal ($D_1$) and the full development, respectively, due to removal of non-irradiated adjacent to exposed pixels ($D_0$) occurs.

Due to the more smooth transition parts of the $d(D)$ curves observable some times near to the initial dose ($D_1$) (or near 0% removed irradiated resist thickness for positive resists) and usually at 100% developed image – for negative resists, the rest – straight line sector of $d(D)$ is continued. The doses corresponding to the crossing points of this straight line with the 0 % (or 100%) line is chosen as $D_1$ and $D_0$, respectively.

### 3. Solubility rate dependencies on the exposure dose

The goal of the computer simulation of the processes in EBL and IBL is prediction of the resist profile and the image dimensions of the developed exposed microstructure. During the exposure of the samples, covered by a sensitive to irradiation layer, the local solubility rate of this resist is modified and as a result a developed image as removed and non-
removed areas of the treated resist layer could be observed. Respectively to solubility changes of irradiated areas one could distinguish positive-tone or negative-tone resists. The first important step of the modeling of the resist thickness changes is to transfer the absorbed energy distribution in the resist, caused by exposure, in a distribution of the local solubility (in the case that is also the development) rate. Due to different chemistry composition of utilized resists and to increasing requirements on the exactness of the predicted profiles in various dimension ranges of the developed images (for example- in micron or in sub-micron regions, in sub 0.250 μm or less than 50 nm of the image critical dimensions) the models used in computer simulation of profile dimensions and of its edge are different. The choice of a concrete model and fitting parameters used is the most critical step of this prediction. The integral-circuit-manufacturers use concrete and limited number of resists and any available simulation tool and keep the obtained fitting parameters and applied approximations as confidential as possible.

Fig. 2. Dependence of the solubility rate $S$ on the dose $D$ in the case of electron exposure for different developers. The resist thickness is 0.5 μm, the development time is: a - 15 s, b - 30 s, c - 60 s, d - 120 s, e - 240 s, f - 480 s, j - 960 s, h - 1920 s

Fig.2 represents the dependence $S(D)$ in the case of electron exposure of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) and the following developers - pure methyl-isobutyl-ketone (MIBK), pure isopropyl alcohol (IPA), MIBK/IPA 1:1 solution and methyl-ethyl-ketone (MEK)/IPA 1:1 solution. This figure shows indirectly that the solubility rate $S$ of the resist is a function of the absorbed energy in the resist for a developer. Experimental investigations also show that $S$ depends on the radiation efficiency of the charged particles in the resist, the resist density and the molecular dispersion. The relation $S(D)$ can be experimentally obtained for a given resist thickness and irradiated particles’ energy. The calculated ranges and absorbed energy distribution of the irradiating species can easily convert this dependence in more physically important dependence $S(E/V)$, where $E/V$ is the absorbed energy per one unit resist volume.

In the case of positive-tone resists the solubility rate of the irradiated areas increases while in the case of negative-tone resists - the solubility rate decreases. The radiation affects the density or the number of the modified resist molecules. The changes are weak at lower exposure doses and one can develop the irradiated image at low contrast (and for a very
long developing time). The contrast parameter $\gamma_s$ can be defined by the slope of the curve $S(D)$ or $S/S_0(D)$. Taking into account that $S=\Delta d/t$, where $\Delta d$ is the removed thickness and $d_0$ is the initial resist thickness, it can be found that $\gamma_s=\gamma_d/(t.d_0)$, i.e. $\gamma_s$ is proportional to $\gamma_d$. In the cases of higher doses (that means - lower sensitivity of the resist) one can obtain a desirable irradiating image for shorter time, that is practical, and usually at higher contrast. This means that one can trade sensitivity for contrast.

The use of a mixture solvent/non-solvent as a developer of electron irradiated polymer (such weak developer is the mixture of MIBK and IPA in the case of PMMA) improves the contrast together with a loss of the sensitivity. In this case it was observed a non-linear behaviour of the solution process (Mladenov & Seyfarth, 1986). In Fig.2 one can see two cases of polymeric layer solution: (i) linear resist solution with a constant solubility rate during development process and (ii) non-linear resist solution with variable solubility rate during the development time. An initial dose from which development begins and an initial solubility rate at every chosen development time take place in the non-linear development of PMMA and a weak solvent is used as a developer. This phenomena is connected to the selectivity of the solution at different molecular weights of the fractions and to the diffusion processes of the developer in the polymer resists. The differences in the observed multi-ciphered dependencies are small and they could be neglected in numerical simulation of the development process in PMMA resist.

![Fig. 3. Solubility rate of PMMA (M=675 000) using MIBK:IPA (1:1) at 20°C after exposure with: a) 80 keV He+: a - 30 s, b - 60 s, c - 90 s, d - 120 s, e - 150 s; and b) 120 keV Ar+: a - 30 s, b - 60 s, c - 90 s, d - 120 s, e - 150 s, f - 300 s.](http://www.intechopen.com)
be more deflected from the initial path (up to back scattering) as well as the created secondary electrons will have high energies. As a result the resist layer up to a distance of a lot of microns from the irradiating point is changed. Differently, the electronic stopping power is responsible for the resist solubility modification in the case of ion exposure with low masses (Mladenov & Emmoth, 1981; Mladenov et al., 1985). This leads up to a distribution of the modified resist pixels (in an order of 100 nm) near and around the ion track. Ion irradiation defects in the polymer layer, caused by nuclear energy losses, can be a reason for the lower solubility rate at high doses as well as the more strong decrease of solubility rate at heavier irradiating ions. Note that in IBL development the increase of the exposure dose causes bigger difference between the development rates for various development times (opposite to PMMA and weak developer case, shown in Fig.2). As a conclusion it could be noted, that non-linear behavior during the time of development could be expected to be a more general case and probably an important phenomena in the processes of development of the smallest images where more details of the development process are of considerable value. Note that at more complicated processes of solubility modification (in the case of three component resists, chemically amplified resists) the dependencies S(D) are functions of more parameters such as initial photo-acid generator concentration, times and temperature of post exposure bake, various diffusion coefficients etc. At robust process they are constants and S(D) is an approximation that is applicable for the computer simulation.

4. Data for the resists used in the electron beam nanolithography

4.1 PMMA in nanolithography

An organic one-component positive tone resist, which is extensively used in nanolithography, is special grades of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) with molecular formula \([\text{CH}_2\text{C(CH}_3)\text{CO}_2\text{CH}_3]\). The wide use of PMMA is due to the fact that it has high resolution, wide processing latitude, it is easy to handle and forms excellent film. In many papers, a resolution of developed PMMA patterns bellow 10 nm of isolated features and dense array of 30 nm parallel lines at a pitch of 30 nm (periodic grating) is demonstrated. For this aim thin membrane substrates, thick polymer sub-layer or high accelerating electron energy (80-200 keV), ultrasonic assisted development were used (Moreau et al., 1979; Cumming et al., 1996; Hatzakis, 1998; Yasin et al., 2002).

The predominant mechanism of polymer solubility modification in PMMA is chain scission between the carbon atoms changing the molecular weight distribution and decomposition of carbonyl radicals to volatile products. The required irradiation dose is high (as example 50 \(\mu\text{C/cm}^2\) at 20 keV accelerating electron energy and developer methyl butyl ketone - MIBK). Some co-polymerizing PMMA compounds (with polymethacrylic acid or anhydride) could enhance 2-3 times the PMMA sensitivity (Hatzakis, 1998). The concentration change of the developer (to a mixture of strong dissolving agent and weak or non-solvent agents as isopropanol (IPA) or water) is a way to improve the contrast (that is important for higher resolution) at decreasing of the solubility (Vutova & Mladenov, 2001; Yasin et al., 2002). Experiments were executed using 400-1000 nm thick PMMA films. In the sub-10 nm region the use of development assisted with ultrasonic agitation, instead the standard puddle development is important (Chen & Ahmed, 1993). This increases the development rate and in this way a lower dose of exposure could be applicable: 6.4 - 7.5 \(\mu\text{C/cm}^2\) at 20 keV accelerating electron energy (Vutova & Mladenov, 2001) and 200 nm thick PMMA. Rinse in IPA decreases the roughness of the developed lines (Yasin et al., 2004).
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Mol. weight 950 000
Thickness 50 nm
Substrate Si
Developer MBK:IPA 1:3
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PreBake 170° C 30 min oven
E-beam 30 keV

Fig. 4. Dissolution rate, calculated for PMMA at the given parameters (50nm, 30keV)
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Mol.weght 950 000
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Substrate Si
Developer MBK:IPA 1:3
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E-beam 20 keV

Fig. 5. Dissolution rate, calculated for PMMA at the given parameters (100nm, 20keV)

Our experience concerning development of thin PMMA films - 100 nm and 50 nm thick films (PMMA with 950 000 Mw, development time 60s, temperature 20° C, developer MBK:IPA 1:3, substrate Si, Pre-bake 170° C, electron energy from 20 keV to 30 keV ) shows a lower contrast in the region of exposure doses from 30 µC/cm² to about 80 µC/cm² and an improved contrast parameter at exposure doses higher than 80 µC/cm² (see Fig.4 and Fig.5). The calculated dissolution rates, using experimentally measured relative changes of resist thickness during development process, at various doses of electron exposure are different for different resist thicknesses (in Fig.4 and Fig.5 the energies of the exposure electrons are also different). There A2 means 2% dissolution in Anisole as a solvent. To check the role of the changed electron energy we calculated the dependence of the absorbed electron energy distribution on the radial distance (from the direction of the initial movement of the beam electrons) using the approach discussed in the Part 1 of this Chapter (Fig.6 and Fig.7). One can see that the back scattered electrons are more widely distributed and have a lower amplitude in the case of a higher accelerated voltage (Fig.6). So the increase of the development rate in that case could be expected at higher exposure doses and this factor could not change the development rate at lower doses. The values of all development rates are higher in the case of thicker resist layer use (Fig.5). This could be explained by the more important role of the modified surface and interface sub-layers of the...
resist film, when the used resist layers have thickness equals to or less than 100 nm. In that way, the characteristics of bulk PMMA become less important than modified boundary sub-layers of the resist at nanostructures lithography using PMMA.

![Fig. 6. Absorbed energy on a radial distance, calculated for PMMA 50 nm, 30 keV](image)

![Fig. 7. Absorbed energy on a radial distance, calculated for PMMA 100 nm, 20 keV](image)

For computer simulation of the developed EBL profiles the relations, shown in figures 4 and 5, are estimated using regression models and are given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameters</th>
<th>equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMMA 50nm, 30keV, from 28.8 to 96 μC/cm²</td>
<td>R = 0.406085535122903221944181702805 - 0.045348294381053866692209145006<em>D + 0.00160897642509006957531638749527031</em>(D²) - 0.00002110576980639599621652036068051*(D³) + 0.0000001016114917206451072185438392724*(D⁴)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMMA 100nm, 20keV, from 32 to 96 μC/cm²</td>
<td>R = 3.481125084504566373444788611273 - 0.340688544477243229401768460987<em>D + 0.0124852802305000737341286915619175</em>(D²) - 0.0000208012206364441641239740585732*(D³) + 0.00000163336550887558385715408896985*(D⁴) - 0.000000048584144719422502341109588036606*(D⁵)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Dissolution rates R on the exposure doses D, evaluated using regression models.
4.2 Chemically amplified resists in electron beam nanolithography

To improve the throughput of the exposure process chemically amplified resists (CARs) are developed and used. Due to higher sensitivity the dwell time for imaging of these resists is shorter. Most CARs are a polymer matrix material, the solubility of which is blocked by a component. As an example poly (hydroxysturene) polymer could be blocked with t-butyl carbonyl. In the resist compound a reactive photo-acid generator (PAG) is added and an acid is produced during the electron exposure. After exposure a post exposure thermal bake step is performed to catalyze the reaction between the acid molecules and the protecting group. The de-protecting reaction switches the solubility of the polymer in an aqueous base while regenerating the acid further could amplify the de-protecting reaction. From Table 2 one could see a higher sensitivity at lower exposure doses (less than 100 μC/cm²). Due to that a resist platform for projection electron lithography in nanoelectronics manufacture exists.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resist</th>
<th>Sensitivity μC/cm²</th>
<th>Resolution nm</th>
<th>Electron energy keV</th>
<th>Film Thickness nm</th>
<th>Paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAL605</td>
<td>1,6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>Fedynishin et al., 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMP</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Novembre&amp;Munzel,1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCH</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>Novembre&amp;Munzel,1996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Properties of some CARs in the nano-EBL

In Fig.8 contrast curves of CAMP6 and of two types ARCH CARs are compared with PMMA positive tone one-component nanoresist. The CAMP6 resist has nonlinear behavior during development (Fig.9 - (a) Vutova et al., 2009). The corresponding development rate vs. the dose (Fig.10) is a multi-ciphered dependence. As a result at computer simulation of developed profiles in the resist at the higher exposures doses the resist areas exhibit high dissolution rates and a central zone of the resist has rapid resist removal.

![Fig. 8. Contrast curves for: 1- CAMP 6; 2- ARCH2; 3- ARCH; 4- PMMA (bulk) EBL resists](www.intechopen.com)
The regression equations for R(D) curves at times of development 15 s and 30 s are shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>CAMP</th>
<th>ARCH/ARCH2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wafer priming in air</td>
<td>HMDS / 60s</td>
<td>HMDS / 60s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resist spin coating</td>
<td>1 µm, 2379 rpm</td>
<td>1 µm, 2350 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.65 µm, 6000 rpm</td>
<td>0.7 µm, 6000 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protective layer spin coating</td>
<td>0.065 µm, 4000 rpm</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-bake on hot plate in air</td>
<td>120°C, 60s</td>
<td>110°C-130°C, 60s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB exposure shaped beam</td>
<td>30keV</td>
<td>30keV shaped beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post exposure bake on hot plate in air</td>
<td>120°C±2°C, 60s±5%</td>
<td>110°C, 60s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protect. layer spin coating</td>
<td>OPD262 Developer</td>
<td>OPD262 Developer/OPD4262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rinse</td>
<td>DI water, 20s</td>
<td>DI water, 20s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry spinning in air</td>
<td>1000 rpm, 60s</td>
<td>1000 rpm, 60s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard bake on hot plate in air</td>
<td>120°C, 60s</td>
<td>120°C, 60s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Experimental procedures for EBL of CAMP6 and ARCH/ARCH2 resists

Fig. 9. Contrast curve for 1µm thick CAMP6 CAR at various development times: 1 – 15 s; 2 – 30 s; 3 – 60 s; 4 – 120 s; 5 – 240 s; 6 – 360 s. Thickness loss due to PEB is 23% and do = 770 nm

Fig. 10. Experimental characteristics of solubility rate vs dose of electron exposure at various times of development: 1 – 15 s; 2 – 30 s; 3 – 60 s; 4 – 360 s for CAMP6 CAR

www.intechopen.com
### 4.3 Inorganic EBL nanoresists

After two decades of tests of vacuum deposited inorganic resists, aiming to reach higher resolution due to exhibition of very high contrast and to utilize excellent etch resistance, many inorganic candidates for EBL resists were avoided. The mainly low sensitivity and film quality (pinholes etc) put barriers to its practical development. Recently a spin coated inorganic resist was observed as more attractive – namely the hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) (Namatsu et al., 1998; Namatsu, 2001). The stoichiometric formula of this negative tone resist is $[(\text{HSiO}_3)_2n]$. The resist is comprised of HSQ resin in a carrier solvent of methylisobutil-ketone. The first use of HSQ was low dielectric constant material for isolation layers in IC fabrication. Its dielectric constant is about 2.6 - 3.0. It provides high thermal stability, good gap-filling and crack free adhesion to metal film surfaces and multilevel interconnects. HSQ is oligomer composed of a caged silsesquioxane along with a linear Si-O network. A standard thermal cure is performed to convert the cages to the highly cross-linked network through reaction in silicon hydride (Si-H) parts of the chains. The same curing reaction could also be accomplished through electron irradiation. It was proposed that Si-H bonds are scissioned during exposure and being converted to silanol (Si-OH) groups in presence of absorbed moisture in the film. These silanol groups are unstable and modified the caged molecules into a linear network. This transition drastically decreases the dissolution rate of matrix in an aqueous solvent performing a negative tone relief pattern. Furthermore HSQ can also be utilized in a bi-layer lithography scheme where the patterns are transferred through a sub-layer using a reactive ion etching. Etch resistance of HSQ is excellent. As alkaline developer of HSQ is used usually aqueous solution of tetra methyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAN) - for example 2.38% solution. Resist drying could be optimized effectively by replacing the rinsing liquid with a supercritical fluid (Wahlbrink et al., 2006). Using 30 nm resist and 50 keV electrons a resolution of 6 nm isolated lines and 27 nm period grating were demonstrated (Word et al., 2003). Typical contrast reported for HSQ ranges from 0.55 to 3.2 (Word et al., 2003). The not very good contrast often results in undesired bridging or footing between the developing closely spaced structures. Optimal doses depend upon the beam energy, desired resolution and film thickness. Instead using the mixture of salt and alkali, development in an aqueous mixture of NaOH alkali and NaCl salt enhances the contrast. Contrast values as high as 10 in a 115-nm-thick resist were achieved (Yang & Berggren, 2007). Increasing the temperature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time, dose</th>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 4. Dissolute rates $R$ on the exposure doses $D$, evaluated using regression models, for CAMP6 & OPD262 developer (non-linear development process)
of development to 45°C also increases the contrast and resolution. After baking the resist surface roughness is better than 2 nm over a chip area measured by an atomic force-microscopy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>Planarization sub-layer</th>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 nm</td>
<td>180 nm</td>
<td>1-3 keV</td>
<td>50 μC/cm²</td>
<td>50 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 nm</td>
<td>Novolack 30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50 μC/cm²</td>
<td>20 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 nm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1400 μC/cm²</td>
<td>20 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. HSQ characteristics as nano-EBL resist film

From Table 5 one can see the extremely high resolution of HSQ, obtained at cost of higher than in the CARs exposure doses. The contrast and line-wall roughness (line-wide fluctuations) are much lower than the contrast in traditional chain scission PMMA due to the oligomer nature of HSQ. In the references (Namatsu et al., 1998; Grigorescu et al., 2007) the resolution of sub-20 nm features has been also shown.

Fig. 11. Resist thickness changes on exposure electron doses at processing parameters - Table 6

Fig. 12. Dissolution rate calculated for HSQ and parameters in Table 6
The experimental data for HSQ contrast curve (normalized resist thickness vs. exposure dose) is shown in Fig.11. The processing parameters used are given in Table 6. Fig.12 presents the dissolution rate dependencies on the exposure dose, evaluated from the contrast curves shown in Fig.11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resist</th>
<th>HSQ FOX-12, Dow Corning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>120 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>Si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer</td>
<td>MF322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>60 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer Temperature</td>
<td>20°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PreBake</td>
<td>120°C, 120 sec oven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-beam</td>
<td>30 keV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-beam Current</td>
<td>0.393 A/cm²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Parameters and conditions of HSQ treatment

Evaluated dependencies using regression models of the development rate resist on the exposure dose D for HSQ are given in Table 7. The thickness of the resist film is 120 nm and the accelerating energy of electrons is 30 keV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameters</th>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HSQ</td>
<td>$R = \exp(5.12053961055791703159584980030588 - 0.11206083135936199709530433729(D) + 0.00004258910446204658078794014084911(D^2) - 0.0000032874731904152225949993495776176(D^3) + 0.0000000049745270627310741552861561907296(D^4))$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Development rate vs. the dose of exposure for HSQ resist and MF322 developer

4.4 Nanocomposite systems in nanolithography

Attempts for optimization of the resist etch characteristics inclusion of nano-particles were tested (Merhari et al., 2002; Ishii et al., 1997), but deeper understanding is still needed. The composition must contain low loading of nano-particles component, such that coagulation and phase segregation are unobserved. The distribution of nano-particles in nano-composite must be homogenous. The studied nanoparticles has been fullerenes and silica ($\text{SiO}_2$) included in CARs. In (Merhari et al., 2002) was been shown, that 7wt % of silica in ZEP520 resulted in a 20-fold reduction in etch rate in oxygen plasma. Resolution in that case was 50 nm. The mechanical stability of nano-images is higher in the case of a wet development. Radiation sensitive metal-organic precursors (Barstow et al., 2002) are tested as other potential high resolution nano-EBL resists.

Assuming the thickness of one-molecule layers as a limiting parameter for a thinnest resist, as an important task for future investigations the authors could point the need for studying the relations between the line width and the minimal resist thickness at various energies (radial energy spread and absorbed energy decrease at decreased resist thickness; there is a situation without losses from the forward penetrating electrons and only back-scattered electrons will modify the resist chains) as well as the role of nanopowder (or by fullerenes) loading of thin resist films at these optimal conditions.
5. Modeling of the resist development

5.1 Background
Various models are presented in the literature, describing the developed resist surface motion and its deformation. Several algorithms have been suggested in the former years (Greeneich, 1974; Dill et al., 1975; Jewett et al., 1977; Hatzakis et al., 1974; Neureuther et al., 1979; Jones & Paraszczak, 1981; Matsuzawa, 1985; Ferguson et al., 1990; Fukuda & Okazaki, 1990; Vutova & Mladenov, 1991; Weiβ et al., 1995; Glezos et al., 1996) based on these models. The result of the computer simulation is a profile of the developed simple topological patterns, during their formation under particular processing conditions. These models can also be treated as particular cases, with respect to more general study of the profile evolution modeling, during ion etching, film growth and other similar situations, where the anisotropy, the surface tilt influence, the reflection and the secondary deposition make the process rather complex.

One of the first models for the developed contours time evolution described (Greeneich, 1974) is simple, but it is significantly inaccurate. In this model the required development time of each element is determined by summing up the time for reaching its depth and the time of dissolution of its radial distance.

Other authors (Dill et al., 1975; Hatzakis et al., 1974) describe a model, where the resist is partitioned in small elements (cells), coinciding with those, for which the absorbed energy is modeled. Within these elements the solubility rate value is taken to be a constant. Then the element dissolution time is calculated, taking into account the number of the cells’ sides that suffer the development process. The profiles are obtained by a subsequent interpolation (on the base of solution times of the various cells).

Two models are described in (Jewett et al., 1977): ray-tracing model and string model. The ray-tracing model is based on the optical analogy of the profile evolution to the light propagation within a medium of variable refractive index. The corresponding value of this index is defined as the ratio of the maximum to the local value of the solubility rate. In the string model the simulated profile is presented by straight line segments, whose ends advance along the angle bisector of the two adjoining segments according to the local value of the solubility rate. During the modeling process, the segments are kept roughly equal in length by adding points in regions of expansion and removing points in regions of contractions. The majority of the mentioned published simulation models describe the solution and removal of the resist material as a surface process, that take place on the interface solid resist/liquid developer. We will see that when one tries to simulate resist material removal during nanolithography processing, this assumption becomes too rough.

A number of problems appear when trying to use in practice the described models. Some of them are listed bellow:

- most often, part of the model details (the calculation of the absorbed energy in the resist, the relation absorbed energy/solubility rate, the profile evolution algorithm etc.) are not presented in the papers and that’s why the models are practically unusable;
- different experimental data has been used for the solubility rate characterization (usually it is not mentioned that the measured solubility rate is the average value and the range of calculating this mean is not defined);
- in order to obtain a final result of an appropriate accuracy, even the modeling of simple elements requires a proper choice of a fine grid, which leads to higher costs of the
simulation. This explains why only in refs. (Jones & Paraszczyk, 1981; Matsuzawa, 1985)
umerical calculations are carried out for 3D profiles of simple developed patterns.
There are few development models (Jones & Paraszczyk, 1981; Matsuzawa, 1985; Ferguson
et al., 1990; Fukuda & Okazaki, 1990; Weiβ et al., 1995) based on knowledge of 3D
concentration distribution of a dissolution inhibitor in the resist layer after the exposure
(including the delay and post exposure baking in the case of CAR’s). The conversion of the
resist material during electron irradiation (catalytic decomposition or creation of an acid
from the acid generator) and the loss or diffusion of this inhibitor need a large number of
input parameters and a simple model can be found in (Neureuther et al., 1979). But in this
approach (solubility rate versus dissolution inhibitor concentration) the evaluation or
experimental measuring of this inhibitor concentration is an open question.
Despite the common nature of the listed models, the development of a particular algorithm
and the corresponding computer program need the solution of several problems such as: (i)
the creation of developed resist profile with a slope in one of the two possible directions
with respect to the initial surface normal; (ii) the particularities of the profile evolution at the
points of smoothness discontinuity, due to the model assumptions; (iii) the graphical
interpretation of the surfaces; (iv) the appropriate links of the program units, forming the
whole working package.
In our model of development process (Mladenov et al., 1987; Vutova & Mladenov, 1991;
Vutova & Mladenov, 1994; Mladenov & Vutova, 2002, Vutova & Mladenov, 2008; (a) Vutova
et al., 2009; (b) Vutova et al., 2009) we assume that the resist is homogeneous enough and
the development process is isotropic. To increase the accuracy of the end point position of
the evolving point trajectory at a given time smaller time steps are used. The main features
of the model are: (1) the motion of the evolving point takes place along the normal to the
contouring surface; (2) the space modification of the absorbed energy distribution is also
taken into account; (3) in our model, we use a cubic spline in the 2D case and a bicubic
spline in the 3D case to describe the developed profiles; (4) an original procedure is applied
for the profile discretization to increase the contour accuracy. There is a reduction of the
number of the evolving points number (i.e. density) in the profile regions, where the normal tilt is kept
close to the initial profile slope, and increasing the evolving points number in the profile
regions, where a maximum change of the slope is observed.

5.2 Simulation of 2D developed contours of the resist profile at a linear development
process
Our model (applied for a positive resist) can be described by the following steps:
Step 1. In order to trace the development contours in the resist plane a Cartesian
coordinate system is introduced. The axis Ox is at the resist surface, and Oz is in its
depth. A finite number of points on the resist surface is chosen, where the evolution
of the time development contour will be traced.
Step 2. The spatial distribution of the adsorbed energy $E_i$ per unit of the resist volume $V$
and at used dose $D$ is calculated (see part 2 and 3). The subscript $i$ denotes the
number of the points from the examined contour.
Step 3. The change of the resist solubility that is determined from the values of the
absorbed energy, results in changes of the polymer molecular weight. That is why
during this step, the value of the local deposited energy density $D_i (dE/d\xi)$ is
transformed after radiation into the new molecular weight values of the resist in
vicinity of the point $i$, using the relation (Greeneich, 1974):
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The movement of the point is traced along the normal to the initial contour (for instance \( z=0 \)). Its velocity is calculated by converting the molecular weight values \( \overline{M} \) into solubility rate values \( S_i \), using the empirical formula:

\[
S = R_0 + B / \overline{M}^A ,
\]

and the relation (3). The development time (i.e. the time of movement of the evolving point along the normal) must be sufficiently small. Criteria for this are the number of the required profiles, the accuracy of their modelling as well as the missing intersection of adjacent evolving point trajectories. Using this way, one can obtain the coordinates of the points, defining the new contour.

**Step 4.** N-cubic splines are build. So the new developed profile is described on the basis of the obtained points set:

\[
z = C.z_i + D.z_{i+1} + G.z_i^{\prime\prime} + H.z_{i+1}^{\prime\prime} ,
\]

where

\[
C = \frac{x_{i+1} - x_i}{x_{i+1} - x_i} ; \quad D = 1 - C ; \quad G = \frac{1}{6}(C^3 - C)(x_{i+1} - x_i)^2
\]

and

\[
H = \frac{1}{6}(D^3 - D)(x_{i+1} - x_i)^2 .
\]

Here \( z^\prime\prime \) is the second derivative of the \( z \) function.

**Step 5.** The angle \( \alpha \) between every two evolving points is calculated. Its value is compared to \( \pi/2 \). If the two values are close enough, then the modification of the development contour between the two points is insignificantly small. In this case the point \((x_{i+1}, z_{i+1})\) is not considered in the subsequent calculation. If this angle is small, i.e. there is a significant profile modification a new point \( x = \frac{x_i + x_{i+1}}{2} \) between these two points is introduced, in order to estimate more precisely the profile change in this area. This test was done for all the evolving points. Then the second step is applied again until a given development time is reached.

In the case of negative resists in Eq.(4) the power index \( A \) is negative and one can use the relation:

\[
S = S_0^{\prime\prime} \left[ C_0 + \frac{2g.D}{e.\rho.N_A} \left( \frac{dE}{d\varepsilon} \right)^{A} \right] ,
\]
where \( S_0, g \) and \( A \) are parameters, the physical meaning of which are: the initial solubility rate at the resist surface \( (S_0 C_n^{-A}) \), \( g(cl) \) is the radiation efficiency for cross-linking defined as a number of the chemical joining per 1 eV absorbed energy, and \( A \) is the power index of the solubility rate decrease.

Here it is also assumed that there an associated molecule at bonding two polymer molecules by one cross linking is created. The constant \( C_n \) is connected to the average initial molecular weight of the resist \( M_0 \). The exposure dose is in [C.cm\(^{-2}\)].

### 5.3 Peculiarities of ion lithography 2D development model

A formula that gives the relationship between the molecular weight of the resist after radiation \( M_{fi} \), the original molecular weight \( M_0 \) and the exposure parameters can be found in a similar way to the case of electron exposure. In the case of ion exposure of the resist the \( M_{fi} \) can be represented as a function of the electronic and nuclear energies:

\[
\frac{1}{M_{fi}} = \frac{1}{M_0} + \left[ \frac{g_e}{\rho N_A} \left( \frac{dE}{d\xi} \right)_e + \frac{g_n}{\rho N_A} \left( \frac{dE}{d\xi} \right)_n \right] d, \quad (9)
\]

where \( g_e \) and \( g_n \) are the corresponding radiation efficiencies for the two component of the absorbed energies. If we define:

\[
g = g_e + g_n \left( \frac{dE}{d\xi} \right)_d,
\]

then Eq.(9) can be written as Eq.(3) and the solubility rate \( S \) is given by Eq.(4) that were used in the case of electron exposure.

In the studied case of ion beam exposure one can assume that the particular development characteristics \( R_o, B \) and \( A \) in Eq.(8) have the same values as in the case of electron lithography. This assumption is based on the dominance of the electronic energy losses. When the value of the ratio of the nuclear to electronic stopping powers in Eq.(10) is negligibly small, \( g = g_e \). This is true in the case of light ions incident on a polymer in ion implantation energy region (tens hundreds keV) and for all ions at higher energies.

### 5.4 Three dimensional model for the simulation of the development profile

Introducing the coordinates of the exposed pattern (for example a rectangle) one can examine the evolution of the resist surface, using a finite set of points, as in the case of 2D case. Similarly, we obtain a new set of points and approximate the new surface using a bicubic spline. Let \( x_1, x_2, x_3, \ldots, x_i, \ldots, x_m \) and \( y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_j, \ldots, y_n \) are a set of points with corresponding function values \( z_{ij} = f(x_i, y_j) \) where \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, m, \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots, n \). The aim is to estimate the function \( f \) at some non-tabulated point \((x^*, y^*)\) by interpolation procedure. More precisely, if:

\[
x_i \leq x^* \leq x_{i+1} \quad y_j \leq y^* \leq y_{j+1}
\]

then the next expression gives the necessary values:
where $C_{k,l}$, $k, l = 1, 2, 3, 4$ are constant values. The formulas that obtain the sum from the functions and derivative values are just a complicated linear transformation with coefficients which, having been determined once, can be tabulated (Abramowitz & Stegun, 1964; Dahlquist & Bjorck, 1974). Then:

After the calculation of the new development profile, the step is repeated for the next time interval. The process stops when a given development time is reached.

5.5 Peculiarities of the simulation of the development profile in CARs - a simplification

As it was shown, in the case of PMMA, as typical example of the one-component resists, the conversion of the absorbed energy distribution in the resist to the solubility rate is based on the radiation modification of the polymer molecular weight in studied point of the resist. At chosen couple resist – developer, conditions of development, resist initial molecular weight, exposure dose and radiation yield, a definitive development rate could be estimated. The dissolution rate of the unexposed resist at these conditions is another parameter used in the simulation. Often the changes of the absorbed energy density distribution on the resist depth are neglected and only its radial (lateral) distribution is used at the simulation. Two types of the resist solubility were distinguished: linear and nonlinear solutions. Reasons for these phenomena are various: the role of an interface layer with solubility rate other than one of the bulk resist material, time dependence of the developer penetration into the solid resist, the role of the nuclear energy losses that deteriorate the polymer structure at ion modification of the resist material etc.

Then the resist removal in a linear development case is simulated as a movement of the interface between the solid polymer and the liquid developer. The developer – resist interface is a function of the time of development. For a short developing time each evaluating point from the moving development contour (or plane in the case of 3D simulation) advances along the normal to the profile with its local solubility rate. A procedure to increase the contour (plane) accuracy by increasing the evaluating point numbers in the parts with significant curvature is applied.

In the case of chemically amplified resists (CARs) there are two or three polymer components one of which is a radiation active component (RAC). During exposure of RAC the absorbed energy effect is a generation of a radiation product. Additionally a diffusion of that radiation product takes place during a thermal process, called post-exposure bake (PEB) applied in this case. In the CARs this radiation product (an acid) works as a catalytic agent and modifies the base component solubility rate. The models of the conversion of the solubility rate through the RAC concentration and the solubility rate modification products are described (Dill et al., 1975; Kim et al., 1984; Ferguson et al., 1990; Glezos et al., 1996).

In these models various descriptions of the diffusion and loss of the catalytic species (acid) and of the kinetics of the de-protection (switching resist solubility) reaction are used. The
surface changes of the development rate are the reason for other problems. Due to the
complicated processing steps and the need of unknown numerical data that describes the
reaction kinetics, the published models for simulation of CARs development are not exact.
Some models for simulation of the developed resist profiles in CARs consist of models of
coupling between diffusion and kinetic reactions; other models describe nonlinear or linear
diffusion; there are also various development-rate models (Fedynyshyn et al., 1990;
Ferguson et al., 1990). Surface changes (retardation or increase) of the development rate is
evaluated using depth dependencies of the resist solubility rate during development
(Kishkovich et al., 1999; Vutova & Mladenov, 2001). The processes of resist de-protection
and resist removal show threshold or strongly nonlinear behaviour not understood exactly
and described quantitatively. Due to that, the choice of a suitable overall lithography
simulation model for the concrete resist-developer pair and alternating processing
conditions is difficult. Due to many reasons, final experimental calibration of the model
parameter set used in such a simulation is needed (Byers et al., 2002; Yen, 2002; Sekiguchi et
al., 2001). Some reasons are the following: (i) variations of resist-developer pair and
development conditions; (ii) different values of PEB times and temperatures; (iii) different
procedures of the experimental parameter extraction; (iv) parameter values that depend on
geometry factors; (v) batch-to-batch variations between the resist material characteristics.
A question ((a) Vutova et al., 2009) arises: whether to evaluate each reaction quantitatively,
using experimental and theoretic values of too many factors, especially collected in an
academy way, or to build one simplified model based on the existing simple experimental
calibration procedure. In this model for simulation of development process only main steps
could be used: (i) calculation of the absorbed energy distribution in the resist after exposure,
(ii) application of experimental solubility rate as a function of the exposure dose and the
time of development (multi-ciphered experimental dependencies of the solubility rate on the
exposure dose) for approximation of the local development rates in the exposed resist, (iii)
application of the procedures for simulation of the developed contour (plane) movement for
small time intervals ((a) Vutova et al., 2009; (b) Vutova et al., 2009) in a time dependent
calculation scheme. In this way the number of experiments for determining the quantities,
relevant for simulation of the development kinetics of the resist profile at a concrete resist-
developer system and chosen processing parameters and conditions is minimized.
This simplified model was applied for resist profile simulation in CAMP6 resist. During the
development process, the line edge roughness is changed in various phases. Results are
shown in Fig.23 below.

6. Calculated developed profiles at EBL and IBL

We assume that our exposed pattern is a 3.1 x 8.1 μm² rectangle and that the electron beam
has an energy of 20 keV and has Gaussian distribution. The results of the calculated
contours, characterising the development profile, are obtained in the plane, that contains the
line which bisects the longer sides of the rectangle and is perpendicular to the resist surface.
We investigate the modification of the time development contours (at every 1 minute of the
solubility process), starting from the surface (Fig.13). Fig.13(a) shows the development
profile contours in the chosen cross section. The dose is 1.4x10⁻⁴ C/cm² and the developer is
a 1:3 solution of MIBK and IPA. The profile contours in the case of the more powerful
developer MIBK are shown in Fig.13(b). In this case we observed an acceleration of the
process and a very large difference between the exposed and the developed images.
Fig. 13. Time evolution of the cross sectional profiles for a rectangular exposure by electrons of 20 keV at a dose of $1.4 \times 10^4 \text{C/cm}^2$. (a) Development using standard developer which is 1:3 solution of MIBK and IPA; (b) development using MIBK solvent. Resist is PMMA of 800 nm thickness, on Si.

A general test pattern is shown in Fig.14. The structure consist 4 rectangles $1000 \times 1000 \text{nm}^2$ and a line between them, the width of which is 200 nm. The 3D profile obtained by computer simulation using this test pattern and shown in Fig.15 represents the developed gap surface at a dose of $2 \times 10^{-7} \text{C cm}^{-2}$. The beam is $60 \text{keV H}^+$ and the development time is 0.25 min.

Fig.16 shows the shapes of the developed central lines of structure created by exposure of a layout, consisting many 250 nm parallel lines spaced by 250 nm at a dose of 250 μC/cm², yield - 0.01, development time – 45 s. The developed line width is 330 nm. The resist used is 400 nm PMMA on Si and the e-beam energy is 50 keV.

Fig. 14. Two-dimensional pattern for illustration purposes. All small gaps are 100 nm

Fig. 15. Computer simulation results for a developed surface using 1:3 solution of MIBK and IPA, applying the test pattern shown in Fig.14.
Fig. 16. Part of the 3D resist profile, created by EBL (only the central part of the two parallel lines, situated in the center of the exposed and developed structure, is shown)

Using our computer program for mathematical modeling in IBL, we are able to predict results that can be expected under chosen technology conditions and to learn more features concerning IBL in the region below 100 nm. Some simulation results in the case of ion beam exposure (He\(^{+}\) ions with energy 100 keV) and development of ion sensitive resist (the exposed resist is 400 nm thick PMMA and the radiation yield is 0.05 eV\(^{-1}\)) are presented.

Fig.17 presents 2D simulated resist profile for a line developed in PMMA resist after exposure with 100 keV He\(^{+}\) ion beam (the image width is 30 nm). In a series of simulations of IBL, the calculated EDF(r) function (see Part 1 of the Chapter) of the absorbed energy for concrete ions was incorporated into the SELID tool. The beam width is presented by the white band in the black mask on the top of the shown structure in Figs.17-19 (the substrate is not shown, the resist layer and the symbolic black mask, added virtually, are indicated on these figures). The developed line width, seen in Fig.17, is 101 nm at the top of the resist layer. This width is 106 nm at the Si substrate while it is 96 nm at the narrowest part of the developed line cross section. This extension of the developed line width is similar to the internal proximity effect obtainable at electron lithography. The resist thickness loss during the concrete development process is 7.1%.

In Fig.18, simulation results are provided for three 30 nm lines exposed with various ion doses. One can see the change of the developed profile shapes when changing the exposure dose. The calculated resist thickness loss is 7.3% at these development conditions. Central line is not developed enough and the optimal, from point of view of obtaining near to vertical side walls of the developed line (trench), is the regime at x = -1 \(\mu\)m.

In the case of IBL of narrow parallel lines, the difference between the width of the exposed and developed lines is also seen, nevertheless the absence of external proximity effect at ion exposure. This case is shown in Fig.19, where Fig.19a presents 2D simulation and Fig.19b presents the result of 3D simulated profile of the resist.

Fig. 17. Simulated resist profiles in the case of 30 nm wide isolated long line at a dose of 0.35 \(\mu\)C/cm\(^2\), 400 nm thick PMMA on silicon, the development time is 5 min
Fig. 18. Simulated resist profiles in the case of EBL of three lines for different exposure doses: 0.325 μC/cm² for the line at x=-1 μm; 0.25 μC/cm² for the line in the center of the figure and 0.4 μC/cm² for the line at x=1 μm.

Fig. 19. Simulated resist profiles for nine 30 nm wide long parallel lines spaced by 560 nm after exposure with 100 keV He⁺ ion beam. The resist used is 400 nm thick PMMA on Si: a) 2D profile of developed lines; b) 3D resist developed profiles of the exposed parallel lines.

A comparison of the same microstructure elements exposed by 100 keV He ions and by electrons is presented in Figs. 20-21. The main difference, due to the proximity effect, observable in the case of electron lithography, is that the distance between the line and the squares is 635 nm (Fig. 20), while it is 185 nm in the case of IBL (Fig. 21). These distances were obtained aiming to minimize it, keeping elements of the structure well different from one another.

Fig. 20. Simulated 3D resist profiles for a layout consisting one 30 nm wide line and four 800 x 800 nm² squares at 50 keV e-beam.
In Fig. 20 the influence of the proximity effect on the final result of the whole EB lithographic process is presented - after exposure and development of 30 nm wide central line situated between four 800 x 800 nm² squares, the developed line width is 410 nm due to the exposure of the line and absorbed energy added from the squares in the periphery of the exposed central line. In the case of IBL lack of proximity effect is demonstrated and it is important advantage over EBL.

In the case of CARs a time dependent (and multi-ciphered) characteristics were observed (Figs. 9-10) due to more detailed study. The developed resist profiles are a result of the developer penetration, volume removal of polymer molecule segments and more complicated chemical and physical changes in the resist than ones in approximation of the developer-resist interface as a simple liquid to solid one.

Fig. 22 shows experimentally observed shapes and profile evolution of the 0.5 μm exposed single line in CAR CAMP6. The central part of the line is removed at the beginning and then the resist removal of the line walls widens the trench and vertical side-walls of the developed line (trench) can be observed at higher values of the development time.
Fig. 23. Simulated development profiles of an isolated 500-nm line created in CAMP6 resist film on Si for different times of development: 1 – 17 s; 2 – 19 s; 3 – 21 s, 4 – 22, 5 – 23 s, 6 – 25 s and 7 – 27 s (half the developed profiles are shown). The developer is OPD-262.

Fig. 23 shows the time evolution of the simulated development profiles for a line in CAMP6 chemically amplified resist using OPD-262 developer. The developed profiles are obtained by computer simulation for the conditions in Fig. 22: a single line with a 500 nm width in 1.7 μm thick CAMP6 (initial resist thickness) deposited on Si, the incident electron energy is 30 keV, the beam diameter is 500 nm. From the initial resist thickness of 1.7 μm the remaining thickness was 1.3 μm due to a resist-film thickness loss of non-exposed areas after PEB and development. Higher dissolution rates in the zones with applied higher exposure doses lead to creating a central region of the exposed structure with a rapid removal of the resist. The generated central profile fragment has nearly vertical walls and bottom, which come very quickly to the interface resist/silicon substrate. The resist profiles calculated using our model - curves 3 and 4 (Fig.23) - are in qualitative agreement with the first experimental resist profile, presented in Fig.22 (second row). This resist profile is then extended towards the periphery of the developing structure, obeying the necessary delay time at the boundaries of the different zones. The next profiles – curves 5, 6, and 7 (Fig.23) – with almost vertical walls correspond qualitatively to the experimentally obtained shapes of the rest of the developed resist profiles (Fig.22, second row).

7. Conclusion

In the current work the main steps of the development models for EBL and IBL and their peculiarities are shortly described and discussed. Using the simulation tools the effects of irradiated particles – electrons and ions, exposure dose, dense patterns and nature and characteristics of the development process are discussed in order to extract the necessary values of regime for high resolution patterning. From the obtained results it is seen that the developed algorithms and created new or improved commercial computer tools describe adequately the processes during the resist development at EBL and IBL. The created simulation tools permit to predict with good accuracy the critical dimensions and profiles of the developed pattern. The simulations of IBL structures demonstrate the potential of ion lithography to be considered as one of the main competitors for further improvement of fabrication performance of the new generations of nano-electronic devices.
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